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Volume A~B: 118 Questions 

 

 

Volume A 

 

1. Which two of the following statements are essential when creating an installation architecture of 

Information Analyzer for processing large amounts of data? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Size of the Application server.  

 

B. Throughput on the engine layer.  

 

C. Size of the Information Analyzer database.  

 

D. Throughput on the Information Analyzer database.  

 

E. Information Analyzer Workbench network connectivity.  

 

Answer: B,C  

 

 

2. Which of the following represents the minimum post-installation configuration steps to verify 

Information Analyzer is ready for analysis work?  

 

A. Information Analyzer is automatically configured during installation and no post-installation 

configuration is required.  

 

B. Create a user and assign Information Server Suite Access, Configure server DSN to Analysis database, 

validate Analysis Engine, verify connectivity to the Analysis database.  

 

C. Create a user and assign the role of Information Analyzer Project Administrator, configure server DSN 

to Analysis database, validate Analysis Engine, verify connectivity to the Analysis database.  

 

D. Create a user and assign the role of Information Analyzer Data Administrator with DataStage 

credentials, configure server DSN to Analysis database, validate Analysis Engine, verify connectivity to 

the Analysis database.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

3. Which statement identifies one of the actions you need to perform to have the ability to access the 

Datastage Director?  
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A. Perform Credential mapping.  

 

B. Nothing is required because it is done automatically at setup.  

 

C. Configure in Information Analyzer Configure > Setup DataStage Director.  

 

D. There is no relationship between DataStage Director and Information Analyzer.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

4. You are assigning the user id used in the Configuration > Analysis Settings > Analysis Engine, which 

statement is true?  

 

A. The id must map to a Suite Administrator.  

 

B. The id must be created at configuration time.  

 

C. The id must be the same Information Analyzer user identified at install time.  

 

D. The id must map to an operating system user on the DataStage engine server.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

5. In processing large flat-files, which two of the following techniques can be used to improve performance? 

(Choose two.)  

 

A. Use Virtual tables.  

 

B. Increase the metadata repository size.  

 

C. Change the ODBC driver from text driver to parallel driver.  

 

D. Modify the DataStage apt config file to parallel process the data.  

 

E. Load the data to a staging repository, then connect to the staging repository.  

 

Answer: A,D  

 

 

6. You have run a rule set over 3 time periods. What steps are necessary to determine if the overall 

information quality within the records has met the established thresholds?  
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A. View Output Results; Select Overview tab; confirm that the number of exception records has declined.  

 

B. View Output Results; Select Overview tab; confirm that the number of exception records has met the 

Validity benchmark.  

 

C. View Output Results; Select Overview tab; confirm that the number of actual records over limit is below 

the Confidence benchmark.  

 

D. View Output Results; Select Overview tab; confirm that the number of exception patterns has met the 

Baseline Comparison benchmark.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

7. You are implementing a rule that evaluates the valid values for an Indicator field. What steps are 

necessary to tolerate a 1% error rate in the executed rule?  

 

A. Open Data Rule workspace; on Overview tab, set Baseline Monitor to % Not Met <= 1.0000%  

 

B. Open Data Rule workspace; on Overview tab, set Validity Benchmark to % Not Met <= 1.0000%  

 

C. Open Data Rule workspace; on Overview tab, set Conformance Benchmark to % Not Met <= 1.0000%  

 

D. Open Data Rule workspace; on Bindings & Output tab select Output View, set Baseline to % Not Met 

<= 1.0000%  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

8. What statement about published rules is correct?  

 

A. Published definitions are linked to local rules.  

 

B. Published rule definitions are copies of the local rules.  

 

C. Local rule definitions that are modified impact published rule definitions.  

 

D. Published rule set definitions that are modified, impact local rule set definitions.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

9. You have run a rule set containing 20 rules, 3 of which relate to the Customer Name field, and 
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produced 1000 exceptions. From the View Output Results tab, what steps are necessary to export a list of 

the records that only violated the 3 Customer Name rules?  

 

A. Select By Record View; Select the 3 rules; Select Export.  

 

B. Select By Rule View; Select the 3 rules; Select Show: Union; Select Export.  

 

C. Select By Pattern View; Select the Customer Name rule pattern; Select Export.  

 

D. Select By Rule View; Select the 3 rules; Select Show: Intersection; Select Export.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

10. Which two of the following are necessary steps to set up data rule monitoring? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Create Metric  

 

B. Create Data Rule  

 

C. Create Data Rule Definition  

 

D. Create batch script to run data rule  

 

E. Create and configure dashboard environment to see run results  

 

Answer: B,C  

 

 

11. There is a requirement to test a numeric column ID against a desired output of "(15)". What is the 

correct rule logic to test for this situation?  

 

A. val(ID, '(%c)') = '(15)'  

 

B. tostring(ID, '(nn)') = '(15)'  

 

C. tostring(ID, '(%i)') = '(15)'  

 

D. to_char(ID, '(\(nn\))') = '(15)'  

 

Answer: C  
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12. You are reviewing the execution history of a Rule Set and identify a single instance where all rules 

failed. After identifying the cause of the anomaly as an incorrect file, which two of the following are 

relevant steps you could take? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Delete the execution record.  

 

B. Archive the execution record.  

 

C. Annotate the execution record.  

 

D. Mark the execution record as Invalid.  

 

E. Mark the execution record as Benchmark  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

13. What are two properties of global logical variables? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Global logical variables cannot be changed once created.  

 

B. Global logical variables can be reused by other rule definitions.  

 

C. Global logical variables need rebinding when generating a data rule.  

 

D. Global logical variables hold parameters which are valid system wide.  

 

E. Global logical variables cannot be found to a physical source column.  

 

Answer: B,D  

 

 

14. Which two of the following approaches can be used to manage and respond to exceptions generated 

by Data Rules? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Publish to Business Glossary  

 

B. Generate exception file via REST API  

 

C. Export exceptions from user interface  

 

D. Export exceptions via the DBM Metabroker  
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